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The Three Types of Present in Nishida Kitarô’s
 An Inquiry into the Good
Yusuke MORINO
Abstract:
The purpose of this article is to clarify the dynamism of temporalization in Nishida Kitarô’s fi rst publication, 
An Inquiry into the Good (1911). Other studies on this text insist that Nishida created his theory of time by strongly 
focusing on the present rather than the past or future. To elucidate this point, this article separates the present in this 
text into three types: “the present as the instant”, “the present which has a width”, and “the present in a continuous 
transition” and deals with their relationships.
 Nishida’s main concept in An Inquiry into the Good, “the pure experience”, was infl uenced by William 
James’s “pure experience”. This article will fi nd differences in their time theories. James argues that the essence of 
pure experience is the direct transition of experience. Conversely, Nishida interprets it as a secondary element of pure 
experience. From this point, this article considers  the character of pure experience as understood by Nishida.
 To clarify the connection of the three types of present also explains other concepts found in An Inquiry 
into the Good. This article starts with the surface of Nishida’s pure experience because many other studies on this 
text focus only the deep fi eld of pure experience without explaining its surface movement. Its surface, which is “the 
present as the instant”, has a movement of deepening and it explains the temporalization in this book. This article is 
going to further advance issues from this point of view. This movement of surface will explain the organization of 
personal experience or the structures of personal acts in An Inquiry into the Good.
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